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C H A L L E N G E S

Secure patient records to stay 
compliant & efficient in healthcare

The highest priority is the well-being and safety of patients. That extends beyond 
their physical health to protecting their Personal Health Information (PHI). With 
prescriptions, charts, wristbands, and referrals floating around, this can be a 
difficult area to control.

So if a healthcare environment has... 

• PHI leaving site without traceability
• The need for interoperability between EMR and printing systems
• Complex printing environments
• Confidential faxing to other clinics, departments or external pharmacies

PaperCut MF is the solution for you.

“The simplicity of setup and implementation, along with the cost and waste savings, easily make this 
a no-brainer for both small and large organizations“

Chris Peterman - Epic Client Systems Administrator, Southeast Health.

Security and simplicity have been coded into PaperCut solutions for over 
twenty years (that’s got to earn us a Ph.D., right?), so you can focus on the 
health of your patients, not your printers.



Solutions for Healthcare

Authentication at the device is a critical step in 
creating simple and secure access to printing 
records, notes, etc., especially in smaller community 
health centers with legacy, mixed fleet devices. 
Secure print release, combined with Find-Me printing 
looks like: users send print jobs to a single print 
queue from their computer or device, and swipe their 
badge at whichever printer they’re closest to in order 
to confirm their identity to release their print job. And 
if this is one of those times a print is never released, 
we’ll just securely delete it. FindMe solves critical 
compliance measures for PHI and removes the risk of 
steep fines.

In both Behavioral and Clinical offices around the 
Nation, mobile workers with mobile devices provide 
convenience but require the proper management 
to make it smooth. Papercut takes any mobile 
device from your on-the-go physicians, nurses and 
administrative staff, and allows them to print from 
any mobile device, no matter the operating system; 
iPhones, Androids, Chromebooks or Macbook Airs to 
name a few. Worried about security? Your print job 
goes into a secured hold queue and will be waiting 
for you to be released once you get back to the office 
or find yourself in front of your device. Mobility Print 
provides the convenience and ease of mobile friendly 
printing as more and more facilities adopt a digitalfirst 
mindset. 

Adding new printing is tedious, no matter how you 
slice it. Print Deploy automates the time consuming, 
frustrating tasks of setting up print queues and 
deploying print drivers. It’s perfect if you have 
multiple locations (e.g. clinics, campuses, partners) 
with few IT resources on site, have doctors and 
nurses moving between locations, needing access 
to printers on demand, or have a mixed computer 
environment and want an easy way to enable printing 
on all of them (no matter the operating system or 
end-user permission level). Print Deploy makes our 
“Clone-Configure-Deploy- Enjoy” approach easy.

Front-end is one thing, but back-end printing out of 
an EHR application is another. Papercut continues 
to keep it simple and easy providing full integration 
into the most popular EHR systems; Epic, Cerner, 
MediTech to name a few. The key here is to maintain 
the same convenience, consistency, reliability and 
security that papercut offers to the Administrators 
and apply the same ease-of-use out of any EHR 
system. With authentication, secure faxing also 
continues to be a leading need. Whether API delivery 
or generic SMTP, Papercut takes that workflow and 
delivers a secure and reliable experience, with end 
points and address book lookups.

Find-Me, PHI & Compliance Mobile Printing
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Additional Features
 

Authentication

Peace of mind knowing the right individual picks up print jobs with 
multiple authentication methods for users and document security.

Dashboard Management

Access all the information needed about the print environment on the 
web-based admin dashboard.

Vendor Neutral 

PaperCut supports all setups, sizes, and mixed environments like mac/
windows to facilitate change and flexibility. 

Find-Me

Users can securely print their jobs at any enabled MFP with 
authentication, which also helps eliminate the need for Staff to worry 
about what printer to print to; just use the find me queue.

HIPAA Compliance

Keep personal information personal with the secure print release 
feature of PaperCut. 

Rules-Based Printing

Redirect print jobs to more cost-efficient devices. 

Quotas

Choose an allotment of balance to give to staff and departments.  It 
gives the ability to show awareness and accountability.

Support

Installation, implementation, configuration, training, and support all 
delivered by ACDI’s award-winning team of experts.

Print Policies

Curb the printing environment by managing users based on supported 
behaviors, i.e., B/W, Duplex, per application, Etc.
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Healthcare Examples

• Emergency Rooms             

• Intensive Care Units         

• Urgent Care Locations 

• Community Health Centers                        

• Dentist Offices                                             

• Laboratory Facilities 

• Primary Care Clinics              

• Behavioral Health Facilities 

• Mental Health Specialists: Psychologist, 
Psychiatrist, Counseling Services, Therapy 
Services, Rehabilitation Services,

• Physical Therapy Clinics 

• Substance Abuse Programs 

• Nursing Homes 

• Assisted Living Programs             
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